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Moment of the truth - Pianissima and the judges

I planned to write something about the 30th Polish National Arabian Horse Show, but almost everything
was written about it, even with regard to the anatomy! So I will write it, but in another way. It is good,
that our magazine is a quarterly, because after a certain period of time everything acquires different
dimensions and shapes.

My God, who would realize, that already 30 years passed from the day, when in a paddock in front of
a Janów manege, with an engraved date of 1817, a handful of horses from the state studs competed
against each other? That show was organized by a group of people involved in Arabian horse breeding,
convinced, that comparing their horses would contribute to the further breeding progress. In order to
provide a better promotion and presence of foreign visitors, the date of that first show was coordinated
with  the  date  of  the  every year’s  Janów Sale.  It  seemed,  however,  very modest,  comparing  to  the
contemporary, exclusive VIP parade! In those days everybody was allowed to come in and almost touch
the horses, so it was a real feast for the local population, luring crowds of viewers from the Bug region.

The staff of the state studs was not fully prepared to such an event. The grooms were not familiar to
handle horses with chain bridles, so they practised it  during the last  2-3 days before the show. The
catalog, printed ad hoc in a friendly, short-run print shop at Staszów, was thin and meagre. But it was
then, when the first titles of Polish National Champions were granted, and they went to the horses from
Janów Podlaski Stud - the 9-y.o. mare Elewacja (Celebes - Ellora by Witraż), a bay half-sister to famous
El Paso; and the 5-y. o. stallion Eukaliptus (Bandos - Eunice by Comet), still dappled grey, but already
showing his further potential. He played a significant part in the last 20 years of Polish breeding, so it
brings tears to our eyes, when we think, for how a long time those horses graze at the evergreen Allah’s
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pastures...

Of course, this year’s National Show fully deserved the „jubilee” name. It was a magnificent parade of
30 years of Polish breeding achievements, as well as a proof of passion, talent and devotion of Polish
breeders. After all, Arabian horses were loved and cherished in Poland for a very long time. Their temper
fitted the Polish nature, whereas their courage, docility, grace and beauty aroused delight and admiration.
In  a  pre-war  book  „Koń  w  życiu  polskiem”  („A Horse  in  the  Polish  Life”),  published  in  1927,
J. Wilatowski wrote,  as follows: „A Pole loved his horses and often bred them with such a selfless
avocation, for the beauty itself...” Even today, looking at certain horses, one can not resist asking a
question - is a further progress possible or the limit has already been achieved? But are there any limits
of beauty? Such questions filled our minds, when concerned was an indisputable star of the 30“ show,
the Polish National Champion Mare 2008 and Best In Show - Pianissima!

What special traits has that bay mare to bring everybody to their knees? Such a spell, as she casts even
on the most eager nit-pickers, can not be rationally explained. Although... perhaps there is a kind of an
explanation.  Let’s  quote  a  description  of  the  stallion  Casus  Belli,  purchased  from Buczacz  by  the
voivode of Brześć about the year 1630:

„He had a broad forehead, with a star and a whorl, indicating cleverness and faithfulness. His ears were
thin, slender and fidgety, his eyes dark and shining as lakes, knowing secret matters, unknown to people.
His nostrils were flared, trembling, soft and tender, his breast - as a vaulted gate, with another whorl,
indicating courage. His neck was slender and swan like, marked with the third whorl, long as an arrow,
indicating speed.”

Let’s compare it with a description of Pianissima’s color and markings: on the forehead and nose bone
single white hair, two slanting whorls on the line of the eyes, whorls on the left and right jowl, on the left
and right side behind the ears and on the basis of the neck..."

Who knows a horse who has seven whorls on a head and neck only, including two slanting ones on the
forehead? Whorls in horses, like fingerprints in people, indicate something beyond human senses.

The „rest of the World”, even compared to Pianissima, achieved
quite good results. The youth, taking part in the show, seemed very
promising. For example, the colt Kabsztad, bred at Michałów, the
Junior  Champion  Stallion  of  Poland,  is  a  son  of  last  year’s
Champion  Stallion  of  Poland  -  Poganin  and  the  highest  selling
mare Kwestura. He is surely noteworthy, beautiful and harmonious,
with an excellent  movement,  what  convinced also the  judges  at
Aachen and Moorsele. His pedigree seems also interesting, because
it is not too highly related with the old Polish bloodlines.

An extremely refined daughter of Enzo [US], the filly Palabra. bred
at Janów, endowed with an especially enchanting look of her large
and  shining  eyes,  repeated  her  success  from  Białka.  I  strongly
believe, that such a representative of the renowned „P” line from
Janów is going to conquer the world show arenas in the future.

Palabra - Polish National Junior
Champion Mare

We observed with a real pleasure, how proud and glad were Małgorzata and Józef Pietrzak, as well as
Krzysztof Goź-dzialski with his family, when the products of their breeding - a 2-y. o. colt Lord Bey
Shah by Psytadel [US] and a 3-y. o. filly Eksterna by Ekstern, respectively - gained the titles of Junior
Reserve Champions. „Lord”, raised close to Łódź, has a pedigree predominated by foreign ancestors,
closely (H-H) inbred to a very popular stallion Padrons Psyche. The dam of the colt, Lady Aphrodite,
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a granddaughter to Monogramm, was imported from Belgium.

The most eagerly awaited were Senior Mares" Classes, but their result could not be other than already
mentioned.  The  winner  was,  of  course,  Pianissima,  followed  by  Michałów-bred  Espadrilla  as  the
Reserve  Champion  Mare  of  Poland.  A daughter  to  Monogramm  and  the  World  Champion  Mare,
Emanacja,  seemed  to  be  the  most  beautiful  foal  I  have  ever  seen  in  my  life.  Third  placed  was
a stablemate to Espadrilla, Emesa by Laheeb [IL], I think such a ranking is likely to repeat in this year’s
autumn and winter title shows.

Lord Bey Shah - Polish National Reserve Junior Champion Stallion Kabsztad - Polish National Junior Champion Stallion

There were no special surprises in the stallions” Championships. Grafik (Eukaliptus - Gaskonia), the
Reserve  Champion  of  Poland  2006,  at  last  reached  for  the  highest  award  of  the  Polish  National
Champion Stallion. As the Reserve Champion claimed was a „rising star" -Drabant, bred at Michałów
(in the present issue described is his sensational performance at Aachen). This son of Gazal Al Shaqab
and Demona by Monogramm gained the point score not much lower than of Grafik, winning his age-
group of 4-6-y.  o. stallions. With his golden bay shade of coat, an excellent motion and a stunning
glance, he makes a promising sire prospect.

One could notice, that in general Polish breeders eagerly use outside stallions and obtain good results in
it. From 17 horses qualifying to the finals, 11 were sired by foreign stallions: 4 were by Gazal Al Shaqab
[QA], 2 by Enzo [US], 2 by Psytadel [US], 1 by Monogramm [US], 1 by Metropolis NA [US], 1 by
Laheeb [IL] and 1 by Al Maraam [IL], It makes rather a good recommendation for our breeding, but in
such a case what is the reason of using remaining 200 Polish--bred stallions, in that comparison playing
the part of the „rest of the World”??? In Poland complaining is popular, so I must complain a little. This
year’s show organizers” timetable surely failed or a sufficient lighting was not provided. After all, the
final part of the National Show is the most important for the viewers from all around the World, who are
specially coming to see it, so how could it take place in such darkness? Maybe providing the judges with
night-vision  devices  would  be  a  good  solution?  Moreover,  the  Jubilee  Show  required  a  special
celebration having something to do with Arabian horses. Instead of them, we were looking at... Hutzuls!
Of course, they are also Polish native horses, very brave and lovable, but their performance fitted neither
the time, nor the place...
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Thanks God, Janów Stud corrected that mistake by preparing a completely unique performance in the
end, instead of a traditional „Breeding parade”. It should be named „The Dream of the Kossaks”. We
thought about something like that already before the WAHO Congress in Poland, but there always were
difficulties in organizing it. Only in that unforgettable evening the Director Marek Trela was able to
fulfil  that  dream.  Using the  effects  of  properly fitted  colored  lights,  music  and exceptionally well-
schooled Arabian stallions standing at stud, ridden by the stud workers and students of a local horse-
breeding  technical  college  -  there  were  performed  living  images,  inspired  by  paintings  by  Juliusz
Kossak, such as: „Farys”, „The steppe hunting”, „The Amazon”, „The Polish Rider” or „Prince Joseph
riding Szumka”. It was like a fairytale...

/transl. K. Ch./

Drabant - Polish National Reserve
Champion Stallion
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